QualFab Inc. specializes in radiant heater tubes for all types of furnace equipment. Our many years of fabrication experience enable us to produce a wide variety of radiant heater tubes—both cast and fabricated—of the highest quality and at a reasonable cost.

The QualFab advantage:

- Many years of experience in the manufacture of all types of tubes both cast or fabricated
- Many different designs including: U, W, S, O, P, Double P and straight tubes as well as recuperator tube bundles
- Extensive experience in all stainless and high nickel alloys
- Custom fabrication to customers’ specifications and drawings
- Specialized testing to verify quality when required, including dye-penetrant, pressure testing, x-ray, or internal cam/video
- With or without flanges, insulation, bellows or collars
- Strict attention to material selection, joining specifications and inspection procedures ensure highest quality product
- Dedicated tube mill for one seam continuous tubing in certain sizes
- Latest digital welding techniques for automated longitudinal welds
- Proven record of superior tube life
- Specialized equipment to make full length tubing with minimal seams
- Tube rebuilds are available as a cost-saving technique to reuse the portion of the tube that is still good
- Knowledgeable staff available to assist with your needs and provide recommendations for longer tube life

THE EXPERTS IN HIGH-NICKEL ALLOY AND STAINLESS FABRICATIONS
QualFab Inc. specializes in radiant heater tubes for all types of furnace equipment. Our many years of fabrication experience enable us to produce a wide variety of radiant heater tubes—both cast and fabricated—of the highest quality and at a reasonable cost. A sampling of our radiant heater tubes are shown below.

**Cast Products:**
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**Fabricated Products:**
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